Effect of membrane trapping in plasma fractionator on separative characteristics.
Several kinds of plasma fractionators have been introduced to actively separate protein fractions between albumin and globulins in double filtration plasmapheresis. However, relatively large molecular weight proteins are known to be partially trapped by the membrane in a plasma fractionator. In this paper, effects of membrane trapping on separation characteristics in plasma fractionators were examined during in vitro and in vivo studies. All in vitro experiments were done with a closed circuit under constant-flow rate filtration. Protein concentration in feed tank kept constant at no filtration in AS-14H, Evaflux 4A and 2A, while 20-40% of IgG and 40-60% of beta-lipoprotein in 2 liter plasma were removed by membrane trapping for 300 min when filtration fraction equaled 0.87. Protein plugging to the membrane seems to be a major factor in these proteins. And, Dead-end and Partially Discarded modalities with relatively high filtration fraction are effective for the separation between albumin and globulin. Twenty-seven DFPP treatments in 13 patients with autoimmune diseases were done to allow us to estimate the effects of membrane trapping during an in vivo study. All treatments using 6 types of plasma fractionator were performed under constant operating conditions with Partially Discarded modality. In any plasma fractionator, beta-lipoprotein was fairly trapped at 30 min after the start of treatment.